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Storytelling in teaching language arts as a representation...  
of change in animation of science culture

Introduction
The language arts animation teaching plan that we present is connected to inter-
disciplinary teaching of science and language arts. Scientific animation is supposed 
to have tremendous potential as an instrument of insight and dissemination in 
education (Lowe, Schnotz, 2008). However, audiences are often unable to determine 
the degree to which visualizations are informed by scientific evidence and young 
children turn to lose verbal ability as long as they use the visual art of animation. 
Traditional animation, cel animation or hand-drawn animation is an eligible 
teaching tool in language and science classrooms. Individual frames of a traditionally 
animated film created by children are not a new idea. The completed character 
cels are photographs of children’s drawing, first drawn on paper to create illusion 
and play. All we need in a simple class is a camera against a painted background 
by rostrum camera and a scanner onto motion picture film and children’s scenario. 
Digital video can be used as an alternative tool to improve movement and effects. 
The final animated piece is output to one of several delivery media including digital 
video as a tragidal version of a storytelling presentation in language arts. (Musa, 
Ziatdinov, Griffiths, 2013) Stop-motion animation or puppet animation can be 
used to provide a source of learning language and environmental sensitivity. Clay 
animation is also a good choice in working with younger children. Although graphic 
animation and object animation is more usual with children of age 9–12 we can 
combine Pixilation in use of alive humans as stop motion characters that students 
can take as a role playing story. 2D animation and 3D animation and computer 
graphics may be used in case that there is a member of the school community to 
encompass a variety of techniques (Masson, 2007). Flip books can be designed in 
class and produce a language arts idea as an informative model of learning science 
and culture. In English this technique is mostly called flick book. From our point of 
view teachers can take advantage of illustrated story books to create flick books 
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and work on cognitive development of children in Science and linguistics. We can 
encourage our students to participate in academy awards for best animated short 
films in the country or in international settings.  By providing a more detailed account 
of source use, developers can increase the credibility of animations as scientific tools. 
We try to figure out if children can improve their skills in language by creative use 
of books, storytelling and animation. From this perspective we designed a teaching 
methodology in a project called “Young environmental scientists searching in our 
culture”. It was divided as a teaching process into four thematic units. This division 
may be more or less applied according to the number of students in an experimental 
class. In didactics, we give the educators the opportunity to try some of the activities 
described and transform these ideas in accordance with special interests and needs 
of experimental teaching. The production of this experiment in progress at schools 
from September 2015 till May 2016 will give us details of the importance and the 
results of the attempt. The units that were confirmed in cooperation with primary 
school teachers were as follows:
1. Water as a source of life on Earth.
2. Pollution and its effects on Earth.
3. Cultural peace and the effects of war on Earth. 
4. Climate changes and technology.

In this study we present the teaching experiment as an original research work 
in progress at the University of Ioannina, Department of Primary Education and 
the laboratories of “Intercultural Education” and that of “Language, Didactics of 
Language and Cultural Studies” in Greece. Ten schools and 200 students between the 
age of 10-12 are involved in the experiment and another ten schools and 200 more 
students that work only in the traditional way are included as a control-group of our 
teaching experiment. Both groups come from ten different places of the country and 
we cooperate for this purpose. Since this is a work in progress we cannot assume 
results and conclusions but only present a didactic principle of language arts and the 
challenges of storytelling, animation and environmental education (Potyrala, 2004; 
Potyrala, 2008).

Methodology of our Study
Problem solving methods in language arts, social-emotional communication 

in groups and animation of science culture in creative storytelling language and 
teaching mother tongue in cross-cultural settings, interdisciplinary methodology. 
(Musa, Ziatdinov, Griffiths, 2013). A written story from the students is taught to 
have a definitive beginning, middle and end, relatable characters, a comprehensive 
plot, a compelling voice, a sense of rhythm, pacing, tone and style. This can 
objectively skims the surface of the requirements for solid storytelling learning. 
Since children can encompass in an animation any picture from their Phones we 
can take advantage of technology to concentrate on monologues and dialogues that 
can reflect a vivid story of what they have learnt from science and environmental 
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sensitivity. The goal of the story, the anticipation and the emotional words can lead 
to the appropriate effect through children’s literature. Color and mood are connected 
in animation story boards. We can capture the history of human animation art by 
showing to the students examples of animation drawings in caves and the example 
of a phenakistoscope disk as designed by Eadweard Muybridge in 1893. The 
perception of motion and the language motion are combined in our experimental 
teaching suggestion as it follows.

Language tools – Sources from Greek Children’s Literature
Each team takes one book to work on and tell a story. The books that the children 
decided to work on with the teacher as their coordinator were:
1. “The Giving Tree” a children’s picture book written and illustrated by Shel 

Silverstein. First published in 1964 by Harper & Row. This book will be discussed 
at this article as a teaching example of a project

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32A31SzVhyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32A31SzVhyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1TZCP6OqRlE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wGhqtWR4uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOGMzGDEQoU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbLaX20hNw8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5paKczJn4IU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wttWU3T34o

The book is about the relationship between nature and humanity; a tree that 
always gives the boy everything he wants and the boy that always needs new things 
and does not visit the tree often enough and finally forgets to love it. The children 
book works as an “allegory about the responsibilities a human being has for living 
organisms in the environment as a kind of environmental ethics”. From this point 
of view, the story ends with the boy as an old man who sits on the stump or what is 
left of this friendship. The tree represents how humans are constantly taking from 
the earth until there is nothing left. As we learn from Wikipedia “Jackson and Dell 
(1979) wrote an “alternative version” of the story for teaching purposes that was 
entitled The Other Giving Tree. It featured two trees next to each other and a boy 
growing up. One tree acted like the one in The Giving Tree, ending up as a stump, 
while the other tree stopped at giving the boy apples, and does not give the boy its 
branches or trunk. At end of the story, the stump was sad that the old man chose to 
sit under the shade of the other tree” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Giving_
Tree retrieved December 6, 2015, Bosustow, Nick, and Shel Silverstein (Producers); 
Hayward, Charlie O. (Director and Animator); Silverstein, Shel (Original Story, Music, 
and Narration) (1973). The Giving Tree (VHS). Chicago, IL: SVE & Churchill ).

TEACHING CONCEPT: There are other interpretations and educational 
outcomes of interaction with the plot in class that can be symbolized from the 
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storytelling in any other plot that children create. Friendship, relations between 
children and parents, relation of woman and a man, religious consciousness of the 
giving attitude can be reflected in language lessons through discussion, writing 
activities and language arts as an interdisciplinary process of teaching methodology. 
Children design and create animation storytelling of the episodes in story map and 
in dialogues with descriptive language. They use their imagination and put another 
person in the story which is each one of us as readers/players and alive parts of the 
storyline. 
2. “The fairy tale of the little Whiteshoed “ by Smaragda Madathaki-Papadopoulou, 

in Greek, Athens, Kastaniotis ed.

In this story the Little Red Riding Hood has grown up and is an old lady. Her 
granddaughter wears white shoes. This is why we call her the Little Whiteshoed. 
She asks her grandma to tell her the fairy tale with the wolf before she goes to sleep. 
Each time she never listens to the end of the story because she falls asleep. Though, 
the old Red Riding Hood retells her true story to her granddaughter that adults have 
misunderstood. The story has messages about the forest as a natural environment 
of the animals that human beings destroy and kill animals because of their fear of 
everything different than them and their cupidity as if we are the kings of the earth. 
The Little Red Riding Hood says that she was a friend of the wolf, how he made 
her laugh because she was anxious about her grandmothers’ absence. They were 
just playing and had fun, when the hunter appeared with her and shot the wolf. 
The Red Riding Hood in this real story had helped the wolf jump from the window 
and got spared. The Little Whiteshoed decides to meet the wolf’s grandchildren and 
becomes a friend of them. But this happens in her dream and when she wakes up

TEACHING CONCEPT: We read and act out the book and create animation 
storytelling on the way that humans behave in the forest and the animals of a forest. 
Fear is the significant issue in problem solving discussion about the main characters’ 
problem. We stop the story line to continue it in new versions which seem more fair 
and reasonable from the wolf’s point of view.
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3. Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The little Prince, Original title Le Petit Prince, Trans-
lated (in English editions) by: Katherine Woods, Irene Testot-Ferry, D. Wilkinson, 
Illustrator: Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. France Language French Publisher: 
Reynal&Hitchcock (U.S.) Gallimard (France) [2] Publication date 1943 (U.S.: 
English & French) 1945 (France):

The well-known story brings a new reading of the planets that we imagine, 
different things happen and finally we build a planet that is exactly as we want it to 
be from the children’s point of view and they choose how the environment should 
be so as nature is respected. Though ostensibly this book is styled as a children’s 
book, The Little Prince makes several points about life and human nature. For 
example, what the fox says upon meeting the young prince during his travels on 
Earth: “On ne voit bien qu’avec le cœur. L’essentiel est invisible pour les yeux” (in 
translation: “One sees clearly only with the heart. What is essential is invisible to the 
eyes”). Other key thematic ideas are also articulated by the fox, such as “You become 
responsible, forever, for what you have tamed” and “It is the time you have given for 
your rose that makes your rose so important”.

TEACHING CONCEPT: Children can read about and discuss human relations 
and also create science animation with information on astronomy and scientific 
details about the possibility of life on other planets or any other thematic union 
that the science teacher wants to explain to the students through a pleasant way of 
reading literature and using animation.

The plot is described in the following way (from:  https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/The_Little_Prince): “one day, his plane crashes in the Sahara desert, far from 
civilization. Here, the narrator is suddenly greeted by a young boy whom he refers 
to as “the little prince”. The little prince asks the narrator to draw a sheep. The 
narrator first shows him his old picture of the elephant inside the snake, which, to 
the narrator’s surprise, the prince interprets correctly. After a few failed attempts 
at drawing a good-looking sheep, the narrator simply draws a box in his frustration, 
claiming that the box holds a sheep inside. Again, to the narrator’s surprise, the 
prince exclaims that this is exactly the picture he wanted. The narrator says that 
the prince has a strange habit of avoiding directly answering any of the narrator’s 
questions... The prince begins by describing life on his tiny home planet: in effect, 
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an asteroid the size of a house (which the narrator believes to be the one known 
as B-612)… The prince has since visited six other asteroids, each of which was 
inhabited by a foolish, narrow-minded adult, including: a king with no subjects; 
a conceited man, who believed himself the most admirable person on his otherwise 
uninhabited planet; a drunkard who drank to forget the shame of being a drunkard; 
a businessman who endlessly counted the stars and absurdly claimed to own them 
all; a lamplighter who mindlessly extinguished and relighted a lamp every single 
minute; and an elderly geographer, so wrapped up in theory that he never actually 
explored the world that he claimed to be mapping. When the geographer asked the 
prince to describe his home, the prince mentioned the rose, and the geographer 
explained that he does not record “ephemeral” things, such as roses. The prince 
was shocked and hurt by this revelation, since the rose was of great importance to 
him on a personal level. The geographer recommended that the prince next visit the 
planet Earth”. 
4. Little Odysseys of Children (in Greek), a book by B. Mpantis, illustrated by Zi 

Choriatelli, edited by the Law Library of Athens, Greece.

Odysseus (Ulysses) and his best friend, Them have often seen children of other 
skin color when they play on the field or when they ride bicycles. “Where do they 
come from? Why they left their homelands? What is the weather like there? Why did 
they come to Greece? Did they also pass a small Odyssey like the mythical Odysseus, 
to arrive in our country?”, the two friends wonder.

TEACHING CONCEPT: Their teacher as a navigator makes a great trip to the 
countries of their classmates refugees and learn about their small Odysseys. They 
work on their personal stories, awaiting not pity but your understanding. The Aziza, 
Fatima, Isaac, children of the neighboring benches invite you with tales to approach 
them, accepting their differences. Through this book you will learn, but also combine 
language learning vocabulary, science knowledge and information on international 
organizations that protect the rights of refugees. Children turn to animation parts of 
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the story book to give others more details on environmental and cultural awareness. 
Changes of climate during the time is discussed in a problem-solving approach. 

Reading tips and storytelling – Interaction with the books
Each team decides what exactly they are going to present through animation 

on a certain thematic union such as our relationship with wild animals (the wolf of 
the story in the case of “The Little Whiteshoed” and the forest life, the disaster of 
war and its effect on environment, fantastic adventures of the “Little Prince” when 
he visits the planet Earth after fifty years and the stories that may have present as 
a biography of the story characters who are refugees in our country such as the case 
of the war in Syria which is a recent situation (events that children watch on the 
television). Moreover, there is a culture they are describing, emotions and thoughts 
about humanity and scientific progress on earth having children’s literature and 
language as the fundamental initiative for activities in class (National Education 
Association, 2007). 

Description of the activities animated by children and the procedure of the 
teaching plan.

Next, we intend to describe the work of one group on one selected book. Each 
book can give different ideas and activities for creative animation and science 
research through language and reading of children’s books as an interdisciplinary 
perception of teaching methodology. 

TEACHING EXAMPLE: of the “ΑΝIMATED GIVING TREE”
Description/Animation and storytelling teaching plan
Title of the group “Young researchers”
Book involved with animation: “The giving tree” (see also Miller, 2012).
Students get involved in an active animation environment and the teacher 

works as co-ordinator.
A. Students get involved in an energetic digital teaching plan and communicate 
through literacy which may be verbal, visual, kinesthetic or other (See also: Radeva, 
2012).
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Aims of the teaching plan
Language acquisition through reading, storytelling and animation. 
Positive activation of children in scientific research thinking and environmental 
problems.

The main aims are concentrated in three fundamental pillars. 

Cognitive objectives (Bloom, 1956)
Students comprehend the value, utility, necessity and interplay between environ-
mental components and creatures.

 – to become socially alerted and work problem solving strategies on science and 
environment through the language of storytelling and animation (Barman, 1999),

 – to create argumentation in writing and reading as a whole language approach of 
literature on ecological consciousness of them as future citizens.

Development of skills-objectives:
In teaching and learning through language students work on skills application 

and development of:
 – communication (Reading, Writing, Listening comprehension, speaking abilities, 

critical thinking, imagination and animation, dialogues),
 – co-operation and socialization in class,
 – searching of information at the thematic union of Science,
 – creative thinking and language expression.

Regarding the uses of digital animation in storytelling and teaching of the 
language students should learn to:

 – use the computer to select animation materials related to the book that each team 
works on (WebQuest),

 – create writing enriched with animation descriptions through language,
 – design conceptual story maps and write stories inspired by the book characters 

and combining animation cards in the plot as they present their work to the other 
groups in class,

 – to make use of webpages about articles on the environment and information or 
ideas for their storybook,

 – to connect the book and the visual motion in expressing themselves as a stimulus 
for language improvement.

Duration of the Teaching Example
2 hours every week for a month (8 hours) and one day of presentation for each 

group in class. In our case: four days (8 hours).
Meanwhile, students put together a schedule of meetings for preparing their 

presentation – twice a week during “The Creative zone” of the Curriculum in Greek 
public schools, which gives the opportunity for each class to produce something 
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creative as a unit of activities and cultural-science research and artistic production 
from the students of primary education.

Pre-existing Knowledge:
Students can read, they are aware of grammar and syntax rules of the Greek 

language, know how to search the web, they have a basic vocabulary and orology on 
the science animation and the environment. They can describe and re-tell stories, 
they read or listen to them in a stimulating environment. (Barab, 2009; Bishop, 
2006).

Teachers’ obligation and attitude:
To be the coordinator of students in their groups during the procedure. (S)he 

brings teaching materials and explains how to use them in a positive and pleasant 
approach (Baker & Delacruz, 2012).

Description of the teaching procedure
1. The application of a teaching plan on science storytelling and animation 

follows these guidelines as a whole (Wells, 2012).

Select the topic
Define objectives in co-operation with children and in relation with their interests, decisions on 
who is going to do what in each group
Planning of work and establishment of small groups. Definition of problems to be solved and 
learn through the uses of science culture and storybooks
Award and implementation of work on individual and group level
Presentation of the books from the group members before the use of animation as book read-
ers and presenters
Presentation of their story as they have created the plot with the use of animation and all the 
things that they found out through the science culture and the combination of the storybooks 
in expressing their thoughts and solve interesting problems
Discussion of results, reflective journal and description of the story maps as a procedure to 
express themselves verbally and in writing. 
Rating of the work for each group and metacognitive comments of the participants

2. Experimental problem solving with the problem of the story characters

Students read the story but we stop the procedure at the critical scene of the problem  
that the story character faces in their environment
Students identify and investigate the problem of the story character/the issue
Students set targets for the solution or participation in solution of the problem  
and get involved in the storytelling in creative ways
Students explore alternatives for the main character of the book and the problem itself
Drafting of criteria for the selection of possible/realistic solution or solutions
Students select the appropriate solution or solutions according to the principles  
of sustainability
They develop action plan
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Animation is combined to do so as a picture and motion or an assistant character that can  
be the student as a person/friend of the boy that makes him change attitude about the 
environmental values. The assistant – a character of the storytelling can be an assistant case 
or magical helper as in traditional fairy tales. The key concept is that we change the story 
to change people’s mind and have a better world and environment (Lowe & Schnotz, 2008; 
Tramell, 2013).

Implementation of action

Students read the story but we stop the procedure at the critical scene of the problem that the story 
character faces in their environment
Students identify and investigate the problem of the story character/the issue
Students set targets for the solution or participation in solution of the problem and get  
involved in the storytelling in creative ways
Students explore alternatives for the main character of the book and the problem itself
Drafting of criteria for the selection of possible/realistic solution or solutions
Selecting the appropriate solution or solutions according to the principles of sustainability
Developing action plan – animation is combined to do so as a picture and motion or an  
assistant character or case to help in finding solutions for the story characters and the  
problem Implementation of action
Assessment and feedback process.

Activities – Description of activities
Α) Teacher – Coordinator asks students to choose a picture card that fits to 

the word Environment. They make a sentence or a phrase that reminds the word 
concept. They communicate and have a dialogue as groups and then as a whole class 
with other keywords related to the environment and the way that they feel about 
the picture and the sentence they wrote (Paul, 2011). 

We put the pictures down on the floor and play the sounds of nature. Students 
have the chance for a few minutes to walk around, see all the pictures and stand 
by the one that is most familiar or interesting to them. This happens when the 
music stops. We explain to children that these pictures are alive and can be seen in 
animation progress at their computer (Masson, 2007). They imagine and try to guess 
how it could look when there is motion in it. The picture-card will be explained in 
connection with the “The Red Hawk Effect” later.

Β) The teacher-coordinator tells the students to create groups in accordance 
with the same interesting pictures that they chose or as they want. They pick the 
card from the floor and sit down as groups at their desks in a way that they can see 
each other at a round table (Adams et al., 2008a).

C) In relation with the books as they have been noted before, each group takes 
a book to read. They also see the Light tree in relation with the Giving tree (the first 
book) which makes children aware of the changes of the climate and the vocabulary 
of this problem (http://photodentro.edu.gr/ugc/r/8525/453, Beck et al., 2012).
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D) Children read “The Giving Tree” by Shel Silverstein, Harper and Row pub-
lishers, 1964). Then they watch it from You Tube. They try to combine th anima-
tion-picture with the book and make their own story (see also: Lowe & Schnotz, 
2008).

E) As the illustration of the book, on a symbolic tree made from paper children 
put their wishes for the tree and the salvation of the Trees from human greediness.

They make drawings and set a story map that can become animation book in 
a raw of pages. We scan the pictures and make an animation story book based on the 
giving Tree called “the beloved tree” as a version of the people who finally respect 
and love the nature of the forest.

The card referring to gif animation is used to assist the episodes of the story 
(Buttenfield, Weber, Mac Lennan, 2015). Finally, children write a letter to the main 
character of the book – the boy or the Tree. They can also put themselves in the story 
plot as a game strategy so they can change whatever seems problematic from their 
point of view (Barab, Arici, Jackson, 2005).

Problem-solving strategies and argumentation 
Problems to be discussed can include: water as a source of life in danger, 

energy as a declined need, pollution, variety in biology of all creatures on Earth and 
accepting what is different, climatic changes and chances to keep the Earth alive 
(Baker, Mayer, 1999).

Each group decide how to present the book of their choice and the problem to 
be the issue of the storybook, as well as what they write as authors of a new option 
(Bennett, Persky, Wiss, Jenkins, 2007).

In this phase the students can also search in digital machines and find ideas and 
information as suggested by the teacher-coordinator.

They keep a reflective journal of what they read and the story book. They keep 
notes on related information. They write down reasons and consequences of the 
problem solving strategies. 

They present what they learned and what the story should be like in case they 
do not feel interested in it (Behrens, 2009; Behrens, et al., 2008).

Metacognitive discussion is used as an evaluation tool
 – children of the other groups come up with their own ideas and animation cards 

and design activities for the same creative and critical thinking issues through 
fairy tales and the stories they chose (Bewley et al., 2009),

 – an event at the end of the project can be organized for parents and other students 
of other schools,

 – students may send their animation storytelling books to the Major of the city 
or any other place, for example to the Ministry of Environment, the President 
of the parliament or a radio station to explore other people’s awareness on 
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environmental problems by showing their work in a discussion with journalists 
(Barron, 2006, Baxter et al., 1992).

The giving tree and the cards: materials to be used in class regarding 
technology of gif 

We select the work of a real person who started to lose his vision. George 
Redhawk started to work with computer at the same time he started to lose his 
vision. Since he could not do his job as a doctor he turned to work with the art and 
technology. The loss of his vision in different phases inspired him to create moving 
images as he kept vision as a memory in a cognitive development. The term “The 
Redhawk Effect” can be explained to the students before they start working with 
the animation to make their own stories. We start with the work of this Redhawk 
Effect that can also be printed by the Science-Language teacher as cards to play with 
students (Barabet al., 2005, Barab et al., 2007):
 
http://img.pathfinder.gr/CMAN/f/3309/I4511399/kain%2011.gif.
http://img.pathfinder.gr/CMAN/f/3309/I4511399/kain%2022.gif.
http://img.pathfinder.gr/CMAN/f/3309/I4511399/kain%2033.gif.
http://img.pathfinder.gr/CMAN/f/3309/I4511399/kain%2044.gif.
http://img.pathfinder.gr/CMAN/f/3309/I4511399/kain%2055.gif.
http://img.pathfinder.gr/CMAN/f/3309/I4511399/kain%2066.gif.
http://img.pathfinder.gr/CMAN/f/3309/I4511399/kain%2077.gif.
http://img.pathfinder.gr/CMAN/f/3309/I4511399/kain%2088.gif.
http://img.pathfinder.gr/CMAN/f/3309/I4511399/kain%20100.gif.
http://img.pathfinder.gr/CMAN/f/3309/I4511399/kain%2013.gif.

OTHER RELATED TEACHING-VISUAL LANGUAGE ARTS EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS
 – a short animated film of the book, produced in 1973, featured Silverstein’s 

narration.
 – silverstein also wrote a song of the same name, which was performed by Bobby 

Bare and his family on his album Singin’ in the Kitchen (1974). 
 – silverstein created an adult version of the story in a cartoon entitled “I Accept 

the Challenge”. In the cartoon, a nude woman cuts off a nude man’s arms and legs 
with scissors, then sits on his torso in a pose similar to the final drawing in Giving 
Tree in which the old man sits on the stump.
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Storytelling in teaching language arts as a representation  
of change in animation of science culture

Abstract
The subject of the article is connected to teaching strategies of storytelling, problem solving 
and social-emotional perspectives of communicating language through the animation of 
science culture. The importance of creative language settings as an early support within the 
context of the Greek national education policy is discussed. A modification of the animation of 
science culture to language arts’ context with specific examples of applications and teaching 
practices in class (6-12 year-olds) are discussed. The need of an eligible curriculum to create 
cultural environment at school propose changes in primary education cross-culturally in 
a democratic human interaction of social organizations and school systems “Animus” as 
a key word of the working spirit and the soul in learning mother tongue or another language 
enables teachers to explore animation techniques and experience creative learning of being 
alive components of knowledge in new ways with their students.

Key words: Animation, culture, storytelling, language, teaching methodology
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